“75 Years of the Best Education Money Can’t Buy”

BURWOOD GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL
75th ANNIVERSARY AWARDS

Wednesday 23 June 2004
2 pm, School Hall
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Sue Thomson
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Kerrie & Tim Cunningham
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NATIONAL ANTHEM
Australians all let us rejoice
For we are young and free,
We’ve golden soil and wealth for toil,
Our home is girt by sea.

Our land abounds with nature’s gifts
Of beauty rich and rare.
In history’s page let every stage,
Advance Australia Fair.

In joyful strains then let us sing,
Advance Australia Fair.

SCHOOL SONG
Burwood Girls from many lands
Striving with our minds and hands,
Now as one we proudly stand
NOT FOR OURSELVES ALONE.

Who knows what lies ahead?
Different paths we’ll tread,
No matter what the challenges
We’ll face with all our skills.

In studies or in sport, our knowledge
Working honestly with courage,
In the future we will flourish,
NOT FOR OURSELVES ALONE.
Mollie MORRISON
Alex MULLINS
Alex MUMFORD
Jessica NEELEYS
Georgia NEYLO
Charlotte NORRIS
Clare O’HALLORAN
Eimear O’SULLIVAN
Romanny O’SULLIVAN
Liana PAOLINO
Georgia PAPAS
Claire PAPWORTH
Kylie PASCHALIS
Simone PEACHY
Jessie PHIBBS
Stephanie PHILLIPS
Rachelle PIERCY
Becky QUIGLEY
Marlene RADICE
Melissa RAJASURIAR
Sarah RICCORD
Natalie ROBINSON
Rosie ROTHERHAM
Ellen ROWLES
Aga RUCINSKI
Gina RUSHTON
Meredith SANDLAND
Bethany SHEEHAN
Holly SHEEHAN
Ashleigh SHEPHERD
Silva SHIN
Rosie SHORT
Natasha SKews
Rebecca SKews
Rachel SMALL
Melissa SMITH
Natalie SMITH
Esther SONG
Elke STEEN
Meagan SWAIN-BARBER
Paige SWAIN-BARBER
Olivia TAHA
Elif TATLI
Gwenda TAUALAI
Kathleen TAYLOR
Caitlin TOLHURST
Anita TONG
Rebecca TONG
Olivia TUCKER
Lucy TURNBULL
Lauren WAGSTAFFE
Merryn WHILEY
Rebekah WILCHER
Adelaide WILLIAMS
Kate WILSON
Nicola WILSON
Sophia WOOLASTON
Jennifer YANG
Kristen YEUNG
Natale YOUDAN
Jessica YOUNG
Victoria YOUNG
Yumi YOUNG
Josephine ZEICHNER
Alison ZELL
Rebecca ZHAO

PROGRAM

Processional Burwood March
Intermediate Concert Band

Chair
Emma Vickers, School Captain
Olimpia Pawlowski, Vice-Captain

All stand
National Athem

Welcome
Mia Kumar

Musical Item To a New Beginning - J. Swearingen
Junior Concert Band

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS

SRC Awards and Special Awards
Announced by Patrice Simpson
Presented by Karyn O’Brien

Musical Item Zoot Suit Riot - Steve Perry
Stage Band

Prefect Awards
Announced by Robert Brett
Presented by Cheryl Gleave

Musical Item An Evening in Salzburg – J. Siennicki
Senior String Ensemble

BIEP Awards
Announced by David Allen
Presented by Mia Kumar

Musical Item Linden Lea – R. Vaughan Williams
Senior Concert Band

Conclusion
School Song

Refreshments